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OBDD-Based Evaluation ofk-Terminal Network
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Abstract—An efficient approach to determining the reliability
of an undirected -terminal network based on 2-terminal relia-
bility functions is presented. First, a feasible set of ( 1) ter-
minal-pairs is chosen, and the 2-terminal reliability functions of
the ( 1) terminal-pairs are generated based on the edge ex-
pansion diagram using an OBDD (ordered binary decision dia-
gram). Then the -terminal reliability function can be efficiently
constructed by combining these ( 1) reliability expressions with
the Booleanand operation. Because building 2-terminal reliability
functions and reducing redundant computations by merging re-
liability functions can be done very efficiently, the proposed ap-
proaches are much faster than those which directly expand the en-
tire network or directly factor the -terminal networks. The effec-
tiveness of this approach is demonstrated by performing experi-
ments on several large benchmark networks. An example of ap-
preciable improvement is that the evaluation of the reliability of a
source-terminal 3 10 all-terminal network took only 2.4 seconds
on a SPARC 20 workstation. This is much faster than previous fac-
toring-algorithms.

Index Terms—Factoring, network reduction, network reliability,
Ordered Binary Decision Diagram (OBDD), terminal-pair relia-
bility.

ACRONYMS1

EED_BFS algorithm based on edge expansion diagram with
breadth-first-search ordering

OBDD ordered binary decision diagram
SDP sum of disjoint products
st source-terminal.

NOTATION

a graph whose edges can fail-independent of each
other, with known probabilities

-terminal reliability of network
a node in a -terminal node set
edge in a network,
Boolean variable of ,

, [success, failure] probability of ;
, [contraction, deletion] operation on links
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1The singular and plural of an acronym are always spelled the same.

network with contracted edge
network with deleted edge

[positive, negative] cofactor of function

pathset of
-working pathset function of

number of nodes.

I. INTRODUCTION

Definitions

• -success path-set: the edges between the specified ter-
minal-pairs

• -direct: direct construction method
• fixed_source: the source node is fixed in a feasible set
• fixed_sink: the sink node is fixed in a feasible set
• merged_source: successive source merging for a feasible

set
• feasible set: the nodes in the set are covered and con-

nected by ( ) terminal-pairs
• -source to -terminal reliability: at least 1 process

can be successfully executed.
The most general network reliability problem in the literature

is the -terminal problem. Given a set of target nodes
with , the -terminal reliability is for a given node

, there exists at least 1 working path fromto all other
nodes in . This reliability is the sum of the probabilities of dis-
joint success paths; but the complexity of identifying all disjoint
success paths is exponential (a well-known NP-hard problem)
[1], [11]. Therefore, the determining-terminal reliability for
a network is very time-consuming. Most existing researches on

-terminal reliability [2]–[5] focus on speeding up the calcula-
tions by reducing the computation efforts as much as possible.
References [2]–[5] emphasize improving the factoring of a net-
work with several “minimal sum of disjoint edges” based re-
duction rules. Generally, the factoring algorithms [2]–[5] with
reduction rules are recognized, in the literature, as the most effi-
cient algorithms in dealing with-terminal reliability problem.

The factoring algorithms [2]–[5] use the cofactor-theorem to
partition the network based onin each step directly. Then they
recursively factor and until the ter-
minals are fully contracted or disconnected. The edge cofactors
are disjoint with respect to each other; therefore, the reliability
can be obtained by summing all disjoint path products. They
also use the network reduction rules to reduce the number of
sub-problems. Although these methods are demonstrated with
reasonable efficiency on small-scale networks, they have 3 in-
herent drawbacks:
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1) determining the sum of disjoint product forms is ineffi-
cient for large Boolean functions,

2) tree-based factoring algorithm does not consider the
merging of isomorphic sub-problems to avoid redundant
computations,

3) factoring an entire network directly has exponential com-
plexity.

Thus, factoring algorithms using tree-based partitioning are
inevitably very time-consuming on large networks, even if a
problem contains many isomorphic sub-graphs.

For determining -terminal reliability, 4 assumptions are
made:

1) The network is modeled as an undirected graph.
2) The and , , are known for each link.
3) Nodes are fault free.
4) All failure events are mutually-independent.
To overcome these inherent drawbacks, this paper presents an

efficient approach to determine the reliability of an undirected
-terminal network based on the 2-terminal reliability function.

1) A feasible set of ( ) terminal-pairs is chosen.
2) All the 2-terminal reliability functions for the ( ) ter-

minal-pairs, respectively, are derived based on edge ex-
pansion diagram using OBDD.

3) The -terminal reliability function can be efficiently ob-
tained by combining these ( ) reliability expressions
with Boolean operations.

Because constructing 2-terminal reliability functions [6] and
reducing the redundant computations by merging reliability
functions as proposed in this paper can be done very efficiently,
this approach is much faster than expanding or factoring the
entire network directly [2]. The effectiveness of this approach
is demonstrated by performing experiments on large networks.
Experimental results show that the time required to evaluate
the reliability of a st3 10 all-terminal network was only 2.4
seconds on a SPARC 20 workstation, which is appreciably
better than the factoring algorithms.

Section II introduces the OBDD representation of a network,
and proposes efficient procedures to calculate the proba-
bilities of the OBDD-based functions. Section III describes
a brute-force method that searches all working edges of a

-terminal network. Section IV presents efficient methods to
evaluate -terminal reliabilities based on terminal-pair relia-
bility functions; and proposes an extension of this algorithm
for evaluating -source to -terminal network reliability.
Section V demonstrate the effectiveness of these algorithms by
implementing them on large networks.

II. PRELIMINARIES

The representation and manipulation of Boolean functions
based on OBDD are introduced. Then the inherent drawbacks
of the previous algorithms based on event-tree partition are il-
lustrated by an example. The OBDD [7] is based on the de-
composition of a Boolean function, the “Shannon expansion.”
A Boolean function can be decomposed in terms of a Boolean
variable as:

(1)

Fig. 1. Various representations of a Boolean function.

A node and its descendants in an OBDD represent a Boolean
function , where or node label, one outgoing edge is directed
to the subgraph representing , and the other to . In
following a path from the root to a terminal node, simply take
successive cofactors of a function until it reduces to a constant.
From the results in [8], the size of a OBDD with inverted-edges
is 7% smaller than a noninverted one, and the speed of manipu-
lation for the inverted one is about twice that for the noninverted
one.

Fig. 1(a) shows Boolean representations of the truth table;
Fig. 1(b) shows the OBDD, and Fig. 1(c) shows the OBDD with
inverted edges of a Boolean function;

• a circle node represents the decision-variable node;
• a dashed line represents the value 0;
• a solid line represents the value 1;
• a terminal value (in rectangle) corresponds to True(1) or

False(0);
• a dot on an edge represents: the function following this

edge is complemented.
In Fig. 1, the size of OBDD is 6, with 4 nonterminal nodes and
2 terminal nodes. However, the size of OBDD with inverted
edge is the most compact, which is only 4 with 3 nonterminal
nodes and 1 terminal node. One useful property of OBDD is
that all the paths are mutually disjoint. Hence, one can evaluate
the probability of a Boolean function represented by the OBDD.
An operation on 2 OBDD-based functions can be decomposed
in terms of a variable as follows:

(2)

These Boolean operations include AND, OR, NOT, and deter-
mining the size of the on-set for a function. Equation (2) can be
realized by applying an algorithm which traverses the argument
graphs to recursively-apply the operation to subgraphs. A more
detailed description of the algorithms for constructing and ma-
nipulating an OBDD is in [7], [8].

Fig. 2 illustrates the construction and manipulation steps of
the Boolean function

and or and

First, for a given Boolean function, a global variable ordering
must be determined. Then each step of evaluation and the re-
sulting OBDD representations are depicted.
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Fig. 2. OBDD generated from a Boolean equation.

The OBDD is based on a Shannon expansion: a set of disjoint
decomposed functions. Thus, the OBDD can be recognized as
a graph-based set of disjoint products. Given the probability of
each variable, the reliability of an OBDD-based functioncan
be recursively evaluated by:

(3)
a variable of ,

is partitioned into 2 disjoint sets, and .
Instead of modifying the original OBDD node structure, a hash
table [9] is used to avoid the redundant computations of the
isomorphic shared nodes in of
Fig. 3.

If a terminal node is encountered, return the value of the
terminal node. To avoid the redundant computation of the
bdd_node, an isomorphism check is performed. If a node has
been evaluated and found in the hash table, then directly return
the value of the probability; else recursive call the procedure
with a negative cofactor and a positive cofactor. The final
probability is achieved by combining the results of the positive
cofactor and the negative cofactor based on (3). If the top node
contains the flag of the inverted edge, then swap the success
probability and the failure probability of the variable and
compute the probability based on (3). Fig. 4 shows the steps
of the probability evaluation in every node of the OBDD. For
each OBDD node, the values of the bdd_result are also shown
in the boxes. This procedure uses 10 multiply operations and 5
additions overall. During the process of calculating the success
probability, the number of multiply operations and additions is
of the same order as the number of OBDD nodes. Therefore,
the size of OBDD strongly dominates the efficiency of this
algorithm. More detailed descriptions are in [6].

Fig. 3. Algorithm for evaluating probability, based on OBDD.

III. CONSTRUCTION OF THE -TERMINAL RELIABILITY

FUNCTIONS

Several definitions and the concept of sharing isomorphic
graphs are introduces. Then the-terminal reliability can be
evaluated by an edge expansion diagram using OBDD. An ex-
ample illustrates this approach.

A graph consists of 2 sets: is the node set, and
is the edge set. Two nodes, are connected if there exists

a path from to . A set of nodes are connected if there ex-
ists a path for each pair of these nodes. These connected paths
are: -success paths. The-success path set is composed of the
edges which are either directly connected to thenodes or indi-
rectly via a chain working path [11]. Therefore, the-terminal
reliability is the probability that at least 1-success path set ex-
ists.
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Fig. 4. Determination of probability for an OBDD function.

Definition: Two networks are -terminal reliability isomor-
phic if and only if their corresponding edges, nodes,-terminal
nodes, and success probability of any two corresponding edges
are equivalent.

According to this definition, the calculations of-terminal
reliabilities of several networks can be reduced to the calcula-
tion for just 1 of these networks if these networks (graphs) are

-terminal reliability isomorphic: the reliability of 1 network is
also the reliability of its isomorphic counterparts. Therefore, the
computation effort can be reduced appreciably.

Based on the material in this paper so far, all-success paths
for a -terminal network can be expressed as a-terminal relia-
bility function or a -pathset function. Once the reliability func-
tion is obtained, the network reliability can be efficiently ob-
tained by recursively evaluating all the OBDD-based reliability
functions as stated in Section II. Instead of the conventional
tree-based factoring partitions [2]–[5], a graph-based heuristic
approach which can avoid the redundant computation of iso-
morphic subgraphs for the construction of all-success paths is
described in the following 4 steps.

1) To avoid redundant constructions of a-pathset function,
first examine if a graph contains isomorphic subgraphs. If iso-
morphic subgraphs exist in computing the hash table, then di-
rectly return the result. Otherwise, expand the graph with edges
connected to the source. Let ( ) be success edges
incident to the source node. Expand the given network,, into
new sub-networks according to ( ). Sub-network

corresponds to edge,, for a total of sub-networks.
2) For the sub-network ( ), perform -terminal

contraction to obtain a new network, , in which the nodes
originally incident with are lumped into a new node, and
all the edges originally connected to the new node can not be
deleted. Then the parallel edges are merged into a new edge by
Boolean . The internal -working pathset function of is
determined by:

(4)

3) Remove redundant-nodes to avoid redundant expansions.
A node other than the terminal nodes is redundant if only 1 node
is connected to it.

4) For each network, , repeat steps 1–3 until all
terminals are reached, and then return . The final reliability
function of the network is obtained by recursively combining the
results of intermediate-working pathset functions.

For network partitioning, -terminal networks have higher
complexity than 2-terminal networks. The main difference
during the expansion is in step 2. For a 2-terminal network, there
exist no simple paths which are parallel from 1 node. When
an expansion edge is chosen, all the other edges originally
connected to the expanded node can be deleted. Therefore,
many sub-networks can be reduced. In contrast, in a-terminal
network, there might exist outgoing parallel paths from 1 node.
By using the expanding approach directly, no edges can be
further removed. Therefore, only a few edges can be removed,
and the number of derived sub-networks might be still very
large. The expansion approach for a-terminal network still
has a serious difficulty due to the huge number of subproblems
generated, even if many isomorphic sub-networks have been
identified. Another difficulty is that the edge functions change
during the expansion. This change also dramatically reduces
the number of isomorphic graphs, and increases the processing
time.

Fig. 5(a) shows a 2-terminal network; Fig. 5(b) shows a 3-ter-
minal network based on the edge expansion diagram. In the
2-terminal network, the expanded nodeis chosen first. Then,
according to its success edges, , , network is parti-
tioned into sub-networks , and a terminal node. is
obtained by deleting and while merging nodes and .
For and , repeat steps 1–3 until a terminal node is reached.
Then the logic value is returned. Before expanding a net-
work, first see if a graph contains isomorphic subgraphs; if they
exist in computing the hash table, then return their results di-
rectly. The checking of isomorphism can be used to avoid re-
dundant computations due to isomorphic reliability networks.
The partitioning of the 2-terminal edge expansion diagram re-
sults in 3 nonterminal nodes and 1 isomorphic subgraph.

In Fig. 5(b), node is chosen first for expansion. According
to its success edges, and , network is partitioned into

and . is obtained by deleting and merging with
in . For and , repeat steps 1–3 until terminal #3 is

reached, and return the logic value . Before expanding a
network, isomorphism is first checked. The-terminal edge-ex-
pansion diagram in Fig. 5(b) contains 5 nonterminal nodes and
1 isomorphic graph . A redundant node appears during the
expansion of with edge . Sub-network contains a re-
dundant node, which can be eliminated to terminate the par-
titioning earlier. Although this approach has reasonable per-
formance for small-scale networks, it generates an enormous
number of sub-networks for large networks—because few edges
can be deleted and the edge functions are not the same during
the partitioning.

IV. FAST CONSTRUCTION OF THE -TERMINAL RELIABILITY

FUNCTIONS

Intuitively, the reliability function of an undirected-ter-
minal network can be derived through the reliability functions
of its ( edge) 2-terminal sub-networks: a set ofnodes
requires edges in order to be connected. In this case,
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(a) (b)

Fig. 5. Edge-expansion diagrams. (a) 2–terminal edge-expansion diagram. (b) 3–terminal edge-expansion diagram.

“edges” between 2 terminal nodes are all the paths between
those 2 terminal nodes. Instead of constructing the-terminal
reliability function by edge expansion diagram directly, this
section presents a new approach.

1) Sufficient conditions for deriving the-terminal relia-
bility function by a set of ( ) terminal-pair reliability
functions are derived.

2) Efficient algorithms for selecting a feasible set are pre-
sented.

3) The algorithm for a -terminal network is extended to an
“ -source to -terminal” network.

A. A Feasible Set for an Undirected-Terminal Network

Notation:
: reliability function of an undirected-terminal net-

work.
: a terminal-pair in the set of terminals

: a terminal-pair reliability function
: a Boolean operation.
A feasible-set for an undirected-terminal network is a set

where all the nodes are covered and connected by these ()
terminal-pairs.

Theorem 1: can be obtained by Boolean of all
the reliability functions of the ( ) 2-terminal networks in a
feasible-set.

Proof: The reliability of an undirected-terminal network
is the probability that the network has at least 1 working-suc-
cess path, i.e., there must exist a success path between 2 arbi-
trary different nodes out of these terminal-nodes. The reli-
ability function for a 2-terminal network includes all the paths
between 2 terminal-nodes. Therefore, the reliability function for

Fig. 6. Two feasible sets for a 3-terminal network.

an undirected -terminal network can be derived by connecting
all the ( ) 2-terminal networks if this terminal-pair set can
cover all the nodes. Therefore, the reliability function for an
undirected -terminal network can be denoted as

The set of ( ) terminal-pairs is a feasible-set for an undi-
rected -terminal network.

Fig. 6 is an example to illustrate theorem 1. Three nodes,
, , are specified as terminal nodes. The simple working

paths of this network are , , , ,
, . The reliability function can be derived as

Boolean of these paths:
Network

This method of directly searching all working paths is a di-
rect-construction-method. From theorem 1, the 2 terminal pairs
( ) and ( ) can be chosen to cover the 3 terminal
nodes: . The reliability functions for pairs ( )
and ( ) are
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respectively. The procedure to check for equivalence is:

and

Network and

An alternative feasible set is and . The func-
tion [ and ] is also equal to Network . To
simplify this discussion, the preceding expressions use sum-of-
product form. Instead of “sum of product” form, OBDD for
Boolean operations can be used.

B. The Fixed-Sink Algorithm

This section presents an efficient algorithm to generate the
-terminal reliability functions based on 2-terminal reliability

functions. Instead of choosing the set based on a fixed source
or arbitrary pairs, a fixed-sink algorithm is used to implement
the whole idea. A hash table [9] is used to store the intermediate
results of 2-terminal pair subgraphs and their OBDD-based re-
liability functions during the edge expansions [6]. Due to these
( ) 2-terminal pairs having the same sink, the hash table can
be reused among different terminal-pair constructions. Thus this
strategy avoids the redundant evaluation of isomorphic graphs
during the process of building reliability functions of various
terminal pairs; i.e., this method does not need to clear the inter-
mediate hash table of subgraphs during edge expansions of all
( ) 2-terminal pairs because the sink is intact. All the iso-
morphic graphs can be identified and their corresponding com-
putations can be reduced to just 1 calculation. The procedures
to compute the -terminal reliabilities are described here.

1) Use an heuristic approach to find a good variable ordering
for the OBDD-based -terminal reliability function.

2) Choose a feasible set by making the sink intact.
3) The reliability function for an undirected-terminal net-

work is derived through Boolean of the reliability
functions of all 2-terminal pairs in the feasible set.

4) Recursively evaluate the probabilities of all the nodes in
the OBDD to obtain the -terminal network reliability.

Given an undirected-terminal network, this fixed sink al-
gorithm for determining the relia-
bility of a network is shown in Fig. 7. First, choose an ()
pair, where is an arbitrary node. Variable orderings for the
network are obtained by the breadth-first-search approach [10].
The source node, , has the longest distance fromby
breadth-first-search traversal. Then make this sink node fixed
and iteratively process all the ( ) pathset functions by the
terminal-pair algorithm based on edge expansion diagrams, and
Boolean these ( ) expressions to generate the-terminal
reliability function. Once the OBDD-based reliability function
has been derived, the reliability can be efficiently obtained by re-
cursively applying . For most cases, this al-
gorithm avoids exponential expansion caused by the direct con-
struction approach.

Fig. 7. AFixed sink algorithm for ak-terminal network.

Fig. 8. Determination of the reliability of am � k-terminal network.

The longest 2-terminal pairs built first will have more isomor-
phic subgraphs and the corresponding OBDD functions, which
can be shared with other 2-terminal constructions.

In the manipulations as well as the applications of OBDD, the
efficiency is dominated by the size of OBDD for representing a
given function. The OBDD size strongly depends on the input-
variable ordering. However, the best algorithm for finding the
optimal ordering has a complexity of ; but this ap-
proach is not realistic. Therefore, a simple, efficient BFS [10]
method is used to obtain a good variable-ordering. This BFS
method has the complexity , number of edges in a
network.

Although the fixed-sink algorithm is very efficient for calcu-
lating -terminal reliability, there exist a few redundant calcu-
lations when processing these ( ) 2-terminal expressions.
Therefore, an additional criterion for successively combining
these ( ) 2-terminal reliability functions is applied to re-
duce the number of sub-networks. This additional criterion is:
The selected nodes can be grouped, marked, and treated as a
terminal node (referred as the Merged_source algorithm). This
criterion can terminate network partitioning early when multiple
terminals exist.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 9. K-terminal networks. (a) 2–terminal networks. (b)jKj � jV j=2

C. Evaluation of Reliabilities for the -Source to -Terminal
Networks

The application of a distributed computer network for an
“ -source to -terminal” problem is that a process can dupli-
cate on different nodes (-source), which requires-resource
files distributed on different nodes during program execution.
The “ -source to -terminal” reliability is the probability that
at least 1 process can be successfully executed. This algorithm
is similar to the -terminal algorithm. The unique feature of
this algorithm is that it requires the user to manipulate Boolean

operations on the reliability functions for each source to the
terminal nodes. The formulation is:

(5)

set of -terminal nodes,
set of sources,

reliability function for a ( )
terminal network,

reliability function for an -source to -ter-
minal network.

The complete algorithm is in Fig. 8: Procedure MK_ter-
minal(). First, arbitrarily select 1 nodefrom , and 1 terminal

from , such that the ( ) pair has the largest distance.
Then the global variable ordering for an OBDD is obtained
by breadth-first-search traversing. Equation (5) is applied for
direct construction of an -source to -terminal reliability
function based on the terminal-pair algorithm. Finally, the
reliability is obtained by recursively evaluating all nodes of this
OBDD.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This approach for determining the reliability of an undirected
-terminal network has been implemented on a SPARC 20
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TABLE I
COMPARISONRESULTS FORALL-TERMINAL NETWORK RELIABILITIES

TABLE II
COMPARISONRESULTS FORk-TERMINAL NETWORK RELIABILITIES

workstation with 128 Mbytes memory. All of these programs
are written in C language. Experimental results are compared
with previous work [2]. Ten benchmark networks [Fig. 9(a)
and (b)] are used in these experiments. The upper bound of the
OBDD size is 1500k in terms of shared OBDD with inverted
edges. The success probabilities of all nodes are 0.9.

Directly finding all -success disjoint paths for a-terminal
network requires exponential computation-time. In general,
this complexity is also much higher than that for a 2-terminal
network. Only the approach in [2] seems to have dealt with
large -terminal networks. It uses a factoring theorem and net-
work-reduction rules to calculate the reliability of a-terminal
network. Table I compares the results in this paper with those
in [2]. The _Direct column denotes direct construction of
a -terminal reliability network by edge expansion diagram.
The Fixed_source column uses the proposed fixed source
method based on Boolean all ( ) 2-terminal reliability
functions. The results of the fixing-sink approach are shown in
the column: Fixed_sink. An alternate reduction rule during the
Boolean of all ( ) 2-terminal functions is applied to
the fixing-sink approach; the results are in the Merged_source
column. The columns of Time record the CPU times consumed;
the columns of Nodes indicate the number of OBDD nodes
generated for each method, respectively.

Another attractive property of these methods using OBDD is
that the reliability expression is unique when these 4 reliability
functions have the same variable ordering. This property can
also be used to verify whether the new algorithm is correct or
not. For example, to check the correctness of these reliability
values obtained using various methods (_direct, fixed_sink,
fixed_source, and fixed_sink_MT), just check whether these
4 OBDD-based reliability functions are equivalent or not. The

verification results show that these 4 OBDD are exactly equiv-
alent; their OBDD sizes are shown in Table I.

Table I shows that the proposed methods are appreciably
better than those in [2]. The computation time for a st3
10 all-terminal network is only 2.4 seconds on a SPARC 20
workstation. It is much faster than the 1994 seconds required by
the factoring algorithm in [2] on a Macintosh microcomputer.
The rate of time increase for every addition of a stage in this
approach is about 2.5, which is only half of that in [2].

• Fixed_source approach: the hash table becomes invalid
once the sink is changed for various terminal-pairs; there-
fore, the computation for the Fixed_source approach is in-
efficient.

• Fixed_Sink method: this can avoid these redundant com-
putations and has better results.

• Merged_source strategy: this has the best time-perfor-
mance among the 4 approaches, due to the effectiveness
of increasing the hashing rate and reducing the number of
sub-networks (as mentioned in Section IV-B).

Table II presents the reliability evaluation results for-ter-
minal networks with , , and . In gen-
eral, the time overhead of determining the all-terminal reliabil-
ities for the networks in Fig. 9 is sufficiently low. For example,
the time required for a st3 network is only about 4 times
that of the original 2-terminal network. These results are appre-
ciably better than those of the direct construction method, which
has exponential time complexity. The number of OBDD nodes
for each method is limited within an acceptable range such that
the proposed approaches can efficiently solve all the problems
within a reasonable amount of time.

Table II shows that the probabilities of-terminal networks
are between the 2-terminal networks and all-terminal networks.
The reliability of a 2-terminal network is the highest among

, , and . In contrast, the all-terminal
networks exhibit the lowest reliability. Although the number
of 2-terminal reliability expressions for all-terminal networks
is twice than that for -terminal networks, the processing
time only increases by 0.2% on average. The reason is that the
evaluation of reliability functions of 2-terminal networks can be
terminated immediately when the number of termination nodes
increases.
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